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KNOWLEDGE - BY HIS KNOWLEDGE THE WATERY DEEPS WERE SPLIT

~
Yehowah ··· Qualities ··· Knowledge - By his knowledge the
watery deeps were split apart and the cloudy skies keep dripping down
light rain· (Proverbs 3:20) [11] - References
Proverbs 3:20··

By his knowledge the watery deeps themselves were split
apart, and the cloudy skies keep dripping down light rain.
[11] - References

·
And God went on to say; Let the waters under the heavens be
brought together into one place and let the dry land appear. And it
came to be so. (Genesis 1:9)
·
A boundary you set, beyond which they should not pass, that
they should not again cover the earth. (Psalms 104:9)
·
To the One laying out the earth above the waters; for his lovingkindness is to time indefinite. (Psalms 136:6)
·
For, according to their wish, this fact escapes their notice, that
there were heavens from of old and an earth standing compactly out of
water and in the midst of water by the word of God. (2 Peter 3:5)
·
I shall also certainly give YOUR showers of rain at their proper
time, and the land will indeed give its yield, and the tree of the field
will give its fruit. (Leviticus 26:4)
·
For he draws up the drops of water, they filter as rain for his
mist. (Job 36:27)
·
Who can exactly number the clouds in wisdom, or the water jars
of heaven, who can tip them over. (Job 38:37)
·
At his voice there is a giving by him of a turmoil of waters in the
heavens, and he causes vapors to ascend from the extremity of the
earth. He has made even sluices for the rain, and he brings forth the
wind from his storehouses. (Jeremiah 10:13)
·
So that the clouds trickle, they drip upon mankind abundantly.
(Job 36:28)

·
Who put wisdom in the cloud layers, or who gave understanding
to the sky phenomenon? (Job 38:36)
·
With a watery deep just like a garment you covered it. The
waters were standing above the very mountains. (Psalms 104:6)

